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Abstract. Line driven wind in late B stars causes significant heating of layers
just above the photosphere. This large heating is a source of a thermal wind,
which together with fast rotation opens the possibility of a formation of a disk.
We refer to such disk as to a radiation induced disk. Disk inhibition by nonradial
line force has only little effect in this case, since absorption in spectral lines is
not the main wind driving mechanism.

1. Introduction

Cool Be stars form a special subclass of Be stars with several characteristic
features. They often display more or less stable strong emission hydrogen Balmer
lines and no rapid variations (thus excluding the interesting phenomenon of
nonradial pulsations). A large number of them also does not show any sign of
an orbital motion or the evidence of the mass transfer in a binary system is very
weak, so it is evident that the source of the Balmer emission is not the binarity
with corresponding flows, but it must be somewhere else.

Krticka & Kubat (2001a, 2001b) found significant heating in the multi-
component radiatively driven winds of stars of the spectral type B4 and cooler.
Heating for these stellar types is caused basically by friction, which may heat
the medium to temperatures of the order of million degrees and form a region
which may be called as a corona. Such corona may be a source of another type
of a wind, namely the coronal wind driven by a thermal pressure. Kubat et
al. (2003) modeled such wind as a three-component stellar wind consisting of
hydrogen, electrons, and metallic ions with assumed fixed temperature distribu-
tion taken in the lower part from Figure 8 in Krticka & Kubat (2002b) and in
the upper part approximated by an expression T{r) = To{ro/r)2/7. The latter
expression follows from the equation of thermal conduction (Parker 1958). Here,
ro and To are radius and temperature at the base of the coronal wind.

This wind is driven by a thermal pressure and replaces the original radia-
tively driven wind. Since the mechanism of the driving of such wind is the high
temperature of the corona, which is obtained by friction caused by the veloc-
ity difference induced by radiative driving, we denote such wind as a radiation
induced coronal wind.
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2. The Possibility of a Disk Formation

The mechanism of formation of a disk around single Be stars is still unknown.
The influence of rotation on a radiatively driven stellar wind was studied by
a number of authors. The interesting model of a line driven wind compressed
disk was introduced by Bjorkman & Cassinelli (1993), then it was confirmed by
numerical simulations of Owocki et al. (1994), and later numerical investigation
lead to the conclusion that the formation of a wind compressed disk is inhibited
by the nonradial component of the radiative force (Owocki et al. 1996).

However, we suggest a mechanism of a disk formation based on this idea of
a wind compressed disk. First, large heating caused by friction in a multicom-
ponent wind changes the ionization structure of the wind and switches off the
radiative driving. Large temperature switches on the thermal pressure driving.
The disk inhibition by a radiation force does not work for pressure driven wind
and a disk similar to the wind compressed disk may be formed. Such disk we
call as a radiation induced disk here. However, there is also a weak point in
this suggested mechanism, which lies mainly in the fact that coronal winds give
usually low mass loss rates. This may cause troubles for a formation of a disk
within a reasonable time interval. However, the answer to these doubts may be
given by hydrodynamical simulations, which will be done in near future.

3. Summary

In this paper we suggested a mechanism of a formation of a disk around cool
B stars based on a combination of a radiative driving mechanism (which is rel-
atively weak and causes basically heating of the medium), a thermal driving
mechanism which exploits the result of a heating (a large temperature) produc-
ing the stellar wind, and of a compression of the wind towards the equatorial
plane. The disk inhibition has not effect since the radiative force is negligible.
However, the possibility of a formation of a wind must be verified, at best by
detailed hydrodynamical calculations. These simulations may give answer to the
question, if the ionic component of a radiatively driven wind follows the pas-
sive component one and forms a disk or produces a separate polar wind. These
calculations are in progress.
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